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Moderato

I've lost my heart to the dearest girl
Many a girl in my travels wide

Funny, no doubt, but its true
Liked me and I liked them too
She seems to set my poor
But like old gloves they are

heart a whirl
cast aside

Dear little Blondy it's you.
They can't compare dear to you.
Chorus

Blondy you've made a big hit with me

Blondy oh tell me what can it be?

Blondy the fellows all declare,

"You are there," watch them stare,
They fall for your hair
Blondy — I love you more every day — Blondy —

— You'll never drive me away —
Oh won't you please let me stay —
When you sit up —
When you kiss me —

on my knee What a thrill you give to me Blondy —
on the cheek That 'sensation lasts a week Blondy —
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